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     SCRIPT
                              Its like a mirror, he said.
                                                You go through it, you get cut by the glass.
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  "We're an empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality. And while you're studying that reality—judiciously, as you will—we'll act again, creating other new realities, which you can study too, and that's how things will sort out. We're history's actors…and you, all of you, will be left to just study what we do."[2] Karl Rove.

"You are either with us. Or with the Terrorist " G W Bush

 The mirror script exists behind the narrative as presented. It writes the commission reports. It flies the flag. While also the heroin, the opium, the cocaine, the OIL, the MONEY, the rendition prisoner, the ARMS and mercenary terrorists to destabilize the next regime while presenting freedom fighters for democracy on TV la la. 
It is the script delivering events names and faces LONG before any decent investigation can possibly be done. Then MAINTAINING it, in the face of all contrary evidence until there ISN'T any. leaving out eye-witness testimony to other 'bodies' on the floor. It is the script that fails to mention Barry JENNINGS, dancing Israeli 'art students', yellowcake, anthrax/Patriot Act, WMD's and Downing St.memo. In the script, the definition of 'things' change:EXPLOSION becomes collapse. FREEDOM, a violent POLICE security STATE.'Free Enterprise'a Corporate Fascism. It talks of 'Separation barriers' meaning Ghetto walls. Bringing DEMOCRACY is Endless 'pre-emptive' WAR, sniper agents provocateur become Freedom Armies, Gauntanamo, Rendition, Torture, targeted assassination, indefinite detention WITHOUT TRIAL, all tools of 'Freedom', protecting the people from terror.
It is the consciousness that has whatever passes for Amercian justice chase Bradley Manning and Wikileaks like dogs, while the KILLERS in Apache gunships and on drunken nighttime raids gloat and piss on the dead, pumped as heroes through the mirror. 
Where a million dead are unremembered collateral to the obscene quest for MONEY. 

 More than a filter. It is designed to confuse truth. Then USE the confusion. It is a secret trade, crafted by experts that has the conspirator call the skeptic a conspiracist, an anti-semite, a carpetbagger, A madman. It WRITES legislation. Decides, via proxies, Privacy and surveillance law. It negotiates Trade agreements behind closed doors. Formulates direction. 
Its pretense is normal, its 'other-worldliness' keeps it from us, and fearful:debt keeps us busy. It being 'too horrible to contemplate' and 'even if true, what would I do' allows presidents and prime ministers and security services and Military to be manipulative LIARS and media their witting or unwitting stools. Through the mirror is the other narrative governing every global act of realpolitik under a Deep State COG. It is the script that manufactures a revenge war on the culture of ISLAM based on a the False Flag LIE of 911,

        and our senses are maddened by it.


 The end  

